This article explores the consequences of the expansion of the domain of individual responsibility for the law of state responsibility. It is induced by a number of recent cases in which state responsibility claims were accompanied by prosecutions of individuals whose acts led to the responsibility of the state. An example is the parallel attribution of (alleged) acts of genocide in the former Yugoslavia between 1991 and 1995 to Yugoslavia and to Slobodan Milosević.
'state crimes' which inevitably emerges in cases of concurrent responsibility, this literature generally does not address the distinct problems pertaining to the influence of individual responsibility on state responsibility. 3 This article explores certain legal issues that may arise in case of concurrence between state responsibility and individual responsibility. By way of background, Section I describes the development from exclusive state responsibility to concurrent responsibility. The article then considers the argument that in certain cases individual responsibility should be of an exclusive nature (Section II); the functions of state responsibility next to individual responsibility (Section III); certain practical connections between individual and state responsibility (Section IV) and the influence of individual responsibility on the principles of the law on state responsibility (Section V). The article does not address the other side of the coin: the influence of state responsibility on individual responsibility (for instance, the relevance of findings on state responsibility for sentencing of individuals).
I. THE EMERGENCE OF CONCURRENCE BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AND STATE RESPONSIBILITY
Traditionally, international law attributes acts of individuals who act as state organs exclusively to the state. Although in factual terms states act through individuals, 4 in legal terms state responsibility is born not out of an act of an individual but out of an act of the state. 5 State responsibility neither depends on nor implies the legal responsibility of individuals. The irrelevance of indi-vidual responsibility can be illustrated by the judgment of the European Court of Human Rights in Selmouni v France. In considering the responsibility of France for an act of torture by an individual police officer, the Court noted that the issue of guilt of the French police officials for the alleged acts of torture is a matter for the jurisdiction of the French courts and that '[w]hatever the outcome of the domestic proceedings, the police officers' conviction or acquittal does not absolve the respondent State from its responsibility under the Convention.' 6 While this statement concerned the outcome of a domestic trial, it supports the broader principle that state responsibility under international law is separated from the legal responsibility of the individual. 7 Responsibility of individuals is a matter of national, not international law. In this respect, the dualities between state and individual and between international law and national law are mutually supportive. 8 The duality between state and individual is reflected in several key principles of the law of state responsibility. The principles governing breach and attribution are indifferent to the subjective conduct of the author of the act. The conduct of the state as a legal person is assessed against an objective standard. 9 Fault may be determined by national law, but in principle does not enter the international legal sphere. 10 The individual also is invisible in the principles governing remedies. Remedies fall on the state, not on individuals whose acts triggered state responsibility. Sanctions on individuals are left to national law. This is one of the reasons why the ILC was reluctant to provide for orders to prosecute individuals as a form of satisfaction. 11 The invisibility of the individual in the traditional law of state responsibility did have a drawback. Shielding the individual from responsibility undermined Individual Responsibility and State Responsibility in Law 617 6 Selmouni v France, ECHR Reports V (1999) 29 EHRR 403, para 87 (emphasis added). 7 The principle also was recognised by the British Ambassador in Washington in the Mac Leod-case. He noted that the destruction of the Caroline 'was a public act of persons in her Majesty's service, obeying the order of their superior Authorities. The act, therefore, according to the usages of nations, can only be the subject of discussion between the Two National Governments: it cannot justly be made the ground of legal proceedings in the United States against the individuals concerned'. (Reported in Moore, II A Digest of International Law, 409 et seq; reproduced in Mac Nair, 2 International Law Opinions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1956, 224) . 8 See for discussion of the views of Anzilotti on the isolation of international law as an autonomous entity in relation to national law: Dupuy of protected persons in armed conflict, 19 terrorism, 20 and torture. 21 These acts can be attributed twice: both to the state and the individual. State practice provides no support for the proposition that, in cases where responsibility has been allocated to an individual, there can be no room for attribution to the state. After the Second World War, both Germany and Japan were declared liable, even though the political and military leaders were prosecuted for individual crimes. 22 The fact that four individuals, who were assumed to be agents of Libya, were held responsible for bomb attacks in a bar in Berlin in 1986 23 did not discourage the suggestion that Germany should claim compensation from the state of Libya. 24 The prosecution and conviction of the individual responsible for the Lockerbie bombing, considered to be an agent of Libya, 25 Kingdom and the United States. 26 The effectuation of responsibility of individual agents of Yugoslavia for acts during the armed conflict between 1991 and 1995 in the ICTY and national courts did not preclude claims by Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia in the ICJ. It does not appear that in any of these cases the states against which claims were made invoked the argument that these acts could not be attributed to the state since they already had been attributed to individual agents.
Several authorities have recognised the non-exclusive nature of individual and state responsibility. In Prosecutor v Furundzija, the ICTY said: 'Under current international humanitarian law, in addition to individual criminal liability, State responsibility may ensue as a result of State officials engaging in torture or failing to prevent torture or to punish torturers.' 27 In its judgment on Preliminary Objections in the Application of the Genocide Convention case, the ICJ said with respect to Article IX of the Genocide Convention: the reference in Article IX to the responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in Article III does not exclude any form of State responsibility. Nor is the responsibility of a State for acts of its organs excluded by Article IV of the Convention, which contemplates the commission of an act of genocide by 'rulers' or 'public officials'. 28 The possibility of double attribution is also recognised in the law on war crimes. 29 Both in its work on the Draft Code of Crimes and on State Responsibility, the ILC has taken the position that responsibility of individual state organs does not exclude state responsibility. 30 For these reasons, individual responsibility does not necessarily result in the atomisation of the state, a situation feared by Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice. 29 Art 29 Geneva Convention [IV] provides that 'The party to the conflict, in whose hands protected persons may be, is responsible for the treatment accorded to them by its agents, irrespective of any individual responsibility which may be incurred' (emphasis added). See generally on state responsibility for war crimes: F Kalshoven, 'State Responsibility for Warlike Acts of the Armed Forces', 40 ICLQ (1991) 827; Rosenne, 'War Crimes and State Responsibility', op cit. 30 In its commentary to former Art 19, the ILC said that individual responsibility 'certainly does not exhaust the prosecution of the international responsibility incumbent upon the state for internationally wrongful acts which are attributed to it in such cases by reason of the conduct of its organs' and that 'the state may thus remain responsible and be unable to exonerate itself from responsibility by invoking the prosecution or punishment of the individuals who committed the crime' (Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its forty-eighth session (Doc A/51/10), General Assembly Official Records Fifty-First Sess, Suppl No 10, 30). It also stated that 'the criminal responsibility of individuals does not eliminate the international responsibility of States for the acts committed by persons acting as organs or agents of the State' (Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its thirty-sixth session (Doc A/39/10), YILC (1984), II, Part Two, 11, para 32).
international obligations concerned as being incumbent on that entity as such, and not merely on particular individuals or organs, that the supremacy of international law can be assured-the atomization of the personality of State is necessarily fatal to this. 31 Individual responsibility does not necessarily mean that the state is atomised and that the state could negate its own responsibility by having responsibility shifted towards individual state organs-state responsibility can exist next to individual responsibility.
II. THE CASE FOR EXCLUSIVE INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Although technically individual responsibility does not exclude state responsibility, occasionally it has been suggested that for reasons of legal policy, individual responsibility should be of an exclusive nature. The Nuremberg Tribunal stated that since crimes against international law are committed by men, not by abstract entities, 'only by punishing individuals who commit such crimes can the provisions of international law be enforced'. 32 Judges Vereshchetin and Shi en Oda considered in their individual Opinions in the Application of the Genocide Convention case whether the fact that the Genocide Convention envisages individual responsibility may imply that there is no room for state responsibility. 33 They wrote:
The determination of the international community to bring individual perpetrators of genocidal acts to justice, irrespective of their ethnicity or the position they occupy, points to the most appropriate course of action. We share the view expressed by Britain's Chief Prosecutor at Nuremberg, Hartley Shawcross, in a recent article in which he declared that 'There can be no reconciliation unless individual guilt for the appalling crimes of the last few years replaces the pernicious theory of collective guilt on which so much racial hatred hangs' (International Herald Tribune, 23 May 1996, 8). Therefore, in our view, it might be argued that this Court is perhaps not the proper venue for the adjudication of the complaints which the Applicant has raised in the current proceedings. 34 The argument need not be rejected offhand. If a breach of fundamental rules of international law is brought about by a small group of leaders of a state, against the apparent wishes of the population, and these leaders have been taken from
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behind the veil of the state and held individually responsible, the question can be asked whether it is still useful to strive for separate responsibility of the state. Removal of the leadership of a state may be sufficient, 35 would spare the innocent (parts of the) population and thus would prevent primitive collective responsibility. 36 However, for reasons considered below, in many factual situations there may be good reasons not to allocate responsibility exclusively to individuals.
III. FUNCTIONS OF STATE RESPONSIBILITY IN CASES OF CONCURRENCE
The functions of state responsibility in regard to acts that are also subjected to individual responsibility can be divided into two categories: reparatory functions and systemic functions. Which function in any particular case will be appropriate and may be pursued by states or the international community depends largely on the circumstances of the case.
A. Reparatory Functions
Mostly concurrent state responsibility will serve the normal reparatory functions of state responsibility: remedying damage caused to injured states or other persons. 37 This situation may be compared to a civil law attachment to individual criminal responsibility-a construction also known in national legal systems. 38 Depending on the circumstances of the case, reparation may entail cessation, compensation, restitution (return of looted objects, release of illegally detained individuals), or satisfaction. The fact that the individual agent is prosecuted or convicted separately need not affect any of these functions.
To confine state responsibility to its reparatory functions is clearly appropriate when state responsibility springs from acts which, although they may lead to individual responsibility, constitute relatively minor transgressions of international law. Examples are isolated killings of protected persons in armed conflict by soldiers of low ranks in breach of official rules and orders, terrorist acts by lower members of the secret service in violation of laws and orders of their state and torture by lower police officials in violation of laws and orders of their state. Each of these acts can both be attributed to the individuals concerned and to the state. However, it does not seem useful to say that in such cases the state as a whole is 'criminally responsible' and that remedies should be of a criminal law nature or be targeted at the 'system' of the state. 39 Because the system of the state as a whole cannot be said to be part of the individual criminal act, there is no need to transcend the normal reparatory functions of state responsibility, as may be the case with respect to aggravated responsibility (Section III.B below).
The 2001 ILC Articles recognise this situation. Article 40 creates a special regime for responsibility that is entailed by 'a serious breach by a State of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law'. Technically, a war crime or act of torture by a lower official may also be qualified as a violation of peremptory norms of international law. However, the threshold 'serious' in Article 40 serves precisely to exclude breaches that are not 'gross' or 'systematic'. The acts therefore would fall under the normal reparatory scheme of the law of state responsibility.
In some cases individual responsibility is subjected to a threshold of gravity. This holds for instance for grave breaches under the Fourth Geneva Convention or for the jurisdictional provisions of the ICC Statute that limit the jurisdiction in respect of war crimes to war crimes 'committed as part of a plan or policy or as part of a large-scale commission of such crimes'. 40 If individual crimes satisfy these thresholds, in particular those of the ICC Statute, they may also satisfy the threshold of Article 40 ILC Articles. However, the thresholds are not necessarily identical. In any case, not all cases of individual responsibility are subjected to these thresholds, and one thus can envisage acts leading to individual responsibility, yet not amounting to serious breaches of peremptory norms in terms of Article 40. 41 The reparatory functions of state responsibility are not limited to 'trivial' breaches of international law. In cases where acts do have a systematic character, and may qualify as serious breaches of ius cogens in terms of Article 40, the normal reparatory counterparts to individual responsibility may be appropriate. In the Application of the Genocide Convention case, involving facts that could easily satisfy the criteria of Article 40 of the ILC Articles, Bosnia and Herzegovina claimed 'normal' restitution and compensation. 42 Likewise, in the Lockerbie incident the injured states confined themselves to demanding that the Government of Libya must 'surrender for trial all those charged with the crime; and accept responsibility for the actions of Libyan officials' and 'pay appropriate compensation', even though it generally was assumed that the highest organs of the state were involved in the Lockerbie bombing. 43 In these cases the injured state(s), or the international community, may wish to move beyond normal reparation by invoking (also) aggravated responsibility. However, that does not exclude 'normal' reparation.
B. Systemic Functions
The term 'systemic functions' is used here to refer to functions of state responsibility in regard of aggravated responsibility as provided for in Article 40 of the ILC Articles. Article 40 characterises this aggravated responsibility by the fact that it flows from 'a serious breach by a State of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law'. The underlying characteristic, also expressed in the definition of 'serious' in terms of 'systematic' in Article 40(2), mostly will be that the acts that led to the breach of international law were part of a systematic policy of the state.
It seems that the majority of cases in which the international community is concerned with individual responsibility will be part of a systematic policy of the state. For instance, in the cases of Germany and Japan after the Second World War, Cambodia after the Khmer Rouge regime and Yugoslavia after the armed conflict of 1991-5, the individual transgressions of international law could not be separated from the acts of the state. 44 In particular in cases of aggression, 45 genocide, 46 and crimes against humanity, 47 it will mostly be impossible to separate the individual from the state. This may also be true for torture if carried out as an extensive practice of state officials. 48 In particular cases, not only the larger state structures but also the population may be involved. 49 Hannah Arendt wrote on the acts of Eichmann: 'crimes of this kind were, and could only be, committed under a criminal law and by a criminal state.' 50 In international relations theory it is well accepted that reductionistic explanations of international relations that confine themselves to analyses of acts of individuals, may provide an incomplete understanding of the acts of states. 51 1979) . Note that Waltz adds as a third explanatory level the system of interna-For these reasons, the basis of the dogma of individual responsibility that 'Crimes against international law are committed by men, not by abstract entities, and only by punishing individuals who commit such crimes can the provisions of international law be enforced' 52 is doubtful at best. 53 The word 'only' simplifies the relationship between individual and state. Indeed, it may be more important for the enforcement of 'the provisions of international law' to address states, rather than to confine legal responses to single individuals who carry out a state policy.
The systematic nature of the breaches needs to have consequences for the type of responses to that responsibility. These may need to address systemic causes, rather than merely repairing damage. Many have referred to the functions of aggravated state responsibility in terms of their criminal law nature. 54 The term is controversial and is better left aside as long as structures and procedures to implement criminal state responsibility are non-existent. 55 Concurrence between individual criminal responsibility and state responsibility thus does not necessarily (and certainly not as a matter of positive law) involve criminal state responsibility. It is clear though, that as a matter of legal policy the consequences of aggravated responsibility which supplement individual responsibility may need to go beyond reparation. In their most extreme form, they may resemble the functions of punishment of individuals: to end the transgression of fundamental norms of international law, to remove the threat to international society and to prevent repetition. It would be odd were the international community to consider that a president of a state should have to be imprisoned for many years, whilst leaving in place the structures that made possible and facilitated his acts.
The precise contents of the responses will depend on the circumstances of the case. When the acts are due primarily to a relatively small group or leadership of a state, sanctions may be targeted to that group, for instance by seeking to remove that leadership. 56 Other responses may include coercion to secure the fulfilment of the obligation and restoration of rights, 57 deballatio of a state that started a war of aggression or a genocide, occupation of its territory, by UN administration or otherwise, or imposed measures of arms control. 58 State practice provides limited but unequivocal support for these responses, for instance in respect of the administrations of Germany and Japan after the Second World War and the economic sanctions imposed on Yugoslavia and Iraq.
The ILC Articles on state responsibility are not irrelevant to these forms of aggravated responsibility. The general objective of state responsibility (restoring the situation that existed, both materially and legally between the states involved in the responsibility relationship) also may support such systemic objectives. The ILC recognised that the normal principles concerning reparation would not in all cases be adequate to achieve the necessary systemic effects. The consequences provided for in respect to serious breaches of peremptory norms in Article 41 go some way to providing a legal basis for what may be needed by providing for an obligation to cooperate to bring to an end serious breaches of peremptory norms, for a prohibition of recognition of a situation created by such breaches, and for a prohibition to render aid or assistance in maintaining that situation. However, the ILC recognised that these steps might not go far enough. Article 41(3) provides that these consequences are without prejudice to further consequences that a serious breach of peremptory norms may entail under international law. 59 States have preferred to keep the responses to serious breaches of peremptory norms of international law outside the law of state responsibility as formulated by the ILC. Illustrative is the position of the United States that 'the responsibility for dealing with violations of international obligations that the [ILC] interprets as rising to the level of 'serious breaches' is better left to the Security Council rather than to the law of State responsibility'. 60 However, the fact that practice will develop outside the law covered by the ILC Articles does not mean that it is not properly considered in terms of state responsibility. Both unilateral 61 and multilateral responses, including those by the Security Council, 62 to breaches of international law may well be construed in terms of allocation and implementation of responsibility. Conceptually also these responses thus can be part of a concurrence of individual and state responsibility.
It need not be detailed here that the implementation of aggravated responsibility is not satisfactorily regulated by international law and that much work needs to be done to bring them under proper legal control. 63 The ILC recognised that the legal regime governing the consequences of serious breaches of peremptory norms of international law is in a state of development. 64 This unsatisfactory state of affairs is set in a new light by the development of procedures for individual responsibility that respond to exactly the same acts. Both individual state responsibility and aggravated state responsibility are consequences of breaches of fundamental norms of concern to the international community. Yet a disconcerting difference exists in the contents of these forms of responsibility and the procedures the international community has in its possession for their implementation. The relative sophistication of the law on individual responsibility makes one acutely aware of the lack of proper legal procedure in the multilateral responses to state responsibility. 65 
IV. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INDIVIDUAL AND STATE RESPONSIBILITY
The above implies that in particular cases international responsibility can be effectuated at the same time against an individual and against the state-either through implementation of 'ordinary' or 'aggravated' responsibility. These tracks of individual and state responsibility can be connected. The linkages can be illustrated by the concurrence of individual and state responsibility in the Lockerbie incident. At the time when the Libyan suspects were indicted in Scotland, the United Kingdom and the United States already had pressed for formal responsibility of and compensation by the state, declaring that the
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Government of Libya must 'surrender for trial all those charged with the crime; and accept responsibility for the actions of Libyan officials' and 'pay appropriate compensation'. 66 Judge Shahabuddeen noted:
Since the ground on which the United Kingdom made its demand for payment of compensation was that Libya had engaged international responsibility for the crimes allegedly committed by its two accused nationals, the making of the demand for payment 'promptly and in full' constituted a public and widely publicized announcement by the Respondent State of a prior determination by it, as a State, that the two accused were in fact guilty of the offences charged . . . the Solicitor General for Scotland affirmed to the Court that 'their guilt or innocence will be determined not by the Lord Advocate nor by the United Kingdom . . . '. True, in the sense that guilt is for the courts; but it is nevertheless clear that guilt has already been determined 'by the United Kingdom' as a State. 67
Eventually, the findings of individual responsibility in connection to the Lockerbie bombing supported subsequent claims of state responsibility. 68 On the other hand, if the Scottish Court sitting in the Netherlands would have found that the individuals who were indicted were not remotely related to the bombing, the factual basis for the claim of the responsibility of the state of Libya would have fallen away. It is difficult to envisage that a court charged with determining state responsibility would in a subsequent proceeding find evidence of individual involvement that a court charged with determining individual responsibility would have missed. While the former court could make its own factual determinations under a more liberal standard of proof, the handling of evidence and witnesses in an interstate case is much less attuned to making such factual determinations. Assuming that the court exculpating the individuals is considered impartial, an international court can be expected to defer to such findings. Any weight that in an interstate procedure on state responsibility may be given to prior factual or legal findings on individual responsibility is not contingent on a formal legal effect of such findings. No hierarchical relationship between international courts exists in the sense that a court charged with determining state responsibility should follow a court that has made determinations on individual responsibility. 69 Rather, it is a matter of deference to findings made by a tribunal authorised and equipped to do so. It is not uncommon for a body charged with determining matters of state responsibility to attach weight to findings of fact, or mixed fact and law, made by other international bodies. For instance, in the Corfu Channel case, the ICJ said of the report of the committee of experts it has established: 'The Court cannot fail to give great weight to the opinion of the Experts who examined the locality in a manner giving every guarantee of correct and impartial information.' 70 Similarly, it would seem that weight could be given to factual determinations made by international courts charged with determining individual responsibility.
That weight will vary with the institution that has made these determinations. Differences may have to be made between the different phases of criminal proceedings, such as indictments, review and confirmation of indictments, 71 interlocutory appeals, and judgments. Also, distinctions may need to be drawn between judgments of decisions by a trial chamber and judgment by an appeals chamber. There are no hard and fast rules on the weight of such determinations. In general, however, findings by each of those may carry substantial weight.
A distinction also will need to be drawn between decisions of international courts and decisions of national courts. Findings of national courts may be considered with more circumspection and in considering the weight to be attached to their decisions, the circumstances in which such findings were made, in particular the impartiality of the court, will be relevant. However, in particular cases, international courts charged with state responsibility may treat findings by national courts with deference. 72 The ECHR stated in
McCann v United Kingdom:
While accepting that the Convention institutions are not in any formal sense bound by the decisions of the inquest jury, the Government submitted that the verdicts were of central importance to any subsequent examination of the deaths of the deceased. Accordingly, the Court should give substantial weight to the verdicts of the jury in the absence of any indication that those verdicts were perverse or ones which no reasonable tribunal of fact could have reached. In this connection, the jury was uniquely well placed to assess the circumstances surrounding the shootings. The members of the jury heard and saw each of the seventy-nine witnesses giving evidence, including extensive cross-examination. With that benefit they were able to assess the credibility and probative value of the witnesses' testimony. The Government pointed out that the jury also heard the submissions of the various parties, including those of the lawyers representing the deceased. 73 The renewed claims after the convictions by national courts of Libyan nationals for the La Belle and Lockerbie bombings indicate that the fact that these judgments were made by national rather than international courts did not undermine their credibility and value. In both cases, the convictions were followed by repeated claims for compensation against the state. 74 Obviously, if judgments to the contrary had been made by Libyan courts, a similar reliance on national judicial decisions would have been unlikely. 75 If a court or tribunal were to find that no factual basis exists for individual responsibility, this need not preclude a finding of state responsibility. The standard of proof in interstate proceedings is different and generally lower than the standard applying in cases of individual responsibility. It is based on the balance of evidence submitted by both parties rather than on the 'beyond a reasonable doubt' threshold and therefore generally will be lower than the standard of proof that applies in matters of individual responsibility. 76 However, when state responsibility concerns such serious matters as allegations of responsibility for genocide or terrorism, an international court arguably should translate the seriousness of the allegations into a more stringent standard of proof. 77 Holding a state responsible for genocide or crimes against humanity, and certainly the adoption of measures that aim to remove the source of these crimes, should not be based on unrebutted statements of fact by an injured state. There must be a difference between the standard of proof required for showing a minor injury to a foreign investor and a claim of genocide, in particular if such violations of peremptory norms are reflected in different remedies. This would argue for a synergy in procedural standards for individual and aggravated state responsibility. There appears to exist little practice on this point. Indeed, human rights courts show a contrary practice as they use the seriousness of the allegations as a criterion to liberalise the standard of proof in favour of the applicant rather than of the defendant state. 78 The connections between implementation of individual and state responsibility become particularly undeveloped if one turns to the connections between judicial procedures for individual responsibility and the political procedures to which implementation of aggravated state responsibility commonly is subjected. Matters of standard of proof and evidence, and thus also the relevance of parallel proceedings against individuals, are underdeveloped in the Security Council and other multilateral frameworks. The gap between the procedures applying to individuals and states is disconcerting and hides the possible relevance of findings on individual responsibility for state responsibility.
V. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE PRINCIPLES OF STATE RESPONSIBILITY
With the emergence of concurrent responsibility, the development of international law of state responsibility takes a dialectical turn. Individualisation of responsibility, in itself a reaction to the monolithic and sometimes powerless principles of state responsibility, influences the nature and contents of the preexisting law on state responsibility.
However, it would not be correct to say that it is the emergence of individual responsibility that induces changes in the principles of state responsibility. The true causal variable is the emergence of a hierarchy of norms in international law and more in particular the recognition of a limited number of norms that are of fundamental importance for the international community. 79 The emergence of this category of norms underlies both the individualisation of responsibility and the disruption of the unity of state responsibility. Articles 40 and 41, and in particular also the forward-looking Article 41(3), recognise as much. The main features of the concurrence of individual and state responsibility, notably the (semi-)transparency of the state, the role of the international community in defining and implementing responsibility and the potentially systematic consequences of state responsibility can indeed only be understood as a function of the recognition of a category of peremptory norms in international law and their erga omnes character.
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78 See Velazques-Rodriquez case, para 129 (noting that the Court cannot ignore the special seriousness of finding that a State Party to the Convention has carried out or has tolerated a practice of disappearances in its territory and that 'This requires the Court to apply a standard of proof which considers the seriousness of the charge'). See further IACHR, Raquel Martí de Mejía v Perú, Case 10.970, Report No. 5/96, Inter-Am CHR, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.91 Doc 7, at 157 (1996) (noting that while the ICJ must seek to preserve the interests of the parties in dispute, within the sphere of the American Convention, Art 42 of its Regulations (pertaining to the weight to be attached to submission to which governments have not responded, 'must be interpreted in light of the basic purpose of the Convention, ie protection of human rights'). With the recognition of a set of fundamental norms recognised by the international community and the related emergence of individual responsibility, the traditional dualities between state and individual that characterise the law of state responsibility cannot be upheld in their strict form. The increasing transparency makes it possible to revisit some of the classic principles of state responsibility. 80 The influence of individual responsibility on the principles and implementation of state responsibility is discussed under four headings: attribution, fault, defences, and remedies.
A. Attribution
The traditional law of state responsibility makes no distinction between attribution of acts of heads of state or other high officials, on the one hand, and attribution of acts of lower ranking officials, on the other. Acts of all state organs are attributed to the state. 81 The question must be considered whether nonetheless a distinction is to be drawn between these categories in cases of concurrence between state and individual.
The answer to this question appears to depend primarily on whether one accepts a separation between ordinary and aggravated state responsibility and, if so, whether the consequences of that aggravated responsibility can take the drastic consequences that sometimes are described as criminal sanctions. 82 If so, it might be argued that it would not be justified to hold a state 'criminally' responsible, with all the related consequences, for an isolated act of torture by a lower police official in violation of laws and orders of the state. Attribution of course would be possible in the scheme of normal responsibility, but not in the scheme of aggravated responsibility. On the other hand, there would be less reason to object to attribution of a criminal act of the head of state to the state and to implement the resulting aggravated responsibility. It has indeed been suggested that given the potential more far-reaching consequences of a finding of aggravated responsibility, such distinctions might be appropriate. 83 A criminal act by a head of state would then imply 'criminal' responsibility of the state, whereas an act of a lower official would only lead to ordinary state responsibility. The matter may be further complicated if the high official, whose acts in principle could be directly attributed to the state, is held respon-sible under the principles of command responsibility and is thus responsible for acts of another person. 84 Is it proper to attribute that criminal responsibility to the state? 85 Another construction is possible. If one does not assume a strict separation between ordinary state responsibility and aggravated responsibility but rather a united concept with possibly differentiation in the sphere of reparation, one could take the position that all acts are attributed to the state, but that only the acts of the higher officials justify the consequences attached to aggravated responsibility. The matter is then not so much a problem of attribution as of the consequences of serious breaches of international law. This appears to be the approach that is consistent with the approach of the ILC Articles. While the ILC did recognise that the law in respect of serious breaches of peremptory norms of international law was in need of further development, it envisaged that development only in regard to the consequences of these breaches. If in the future a separate regime for aggravated responsibility would emerge, it may be appropriate to revisit this matter.
B. Fault
One of the distinguishing features of the law of individual responsibility and the law of state responsibility is that, while the mental state of the author of the act is critical in the determination of individual responsibility, it generally is either irrelevant or manifests itself in a different, objectified, form in the determination of state responsibility. For instance, for the qualification of killings of protected persons as grave breaches under Article 146 of the 4th 1949 Geneva Convention, it needs to be proven that such acts were committed wilfully. In contrast, for the responsibility of a state under Article 32 of this Convention no such intent needs to be established. Similarly, a finding that there is no psychological intent in an act that was qualified as a terrorist attack does not preclude state responsibility for failure to exercise due diligence to prevent the attacks. 86 In cases of concurrent responsibility, the question is to be considered whether the individual fault that is inherent in individual responsibility would not be more directly relevant for the responsibility of the state. The answer to this question of course primarily depends on the applicable primary norms. Some norms that may trigger concurrent state responsibility incorporate an element of fault. The Genocide case is an example. However, it appears that intent is an inherent element of aggravated responsibility-whatever the contents of the primary norms. 87 In principle the fault of the state is not necessarily the same as the fault of the individual and generally it will be more objectified. 88 But does that difference still exist if, first, the determination of the responsibility of the state would largely depend on the responsibility and thus on the intent of a few officials, and, secondly, the consequences of state responsibility are not confined to reparation but assume quasi-criminal law features? It might be said that the intent of a state is directly contingent on the intent of, for instance, the head of state, 89 and that his or her intent can directly be attributed to the state. For instance, a finding by the ICTY in the Milosevic case that intent to commit genocide existed, would be directly relevant to a determination of 'state intent' to be made by the ICJ in the Application of the Genocide Convention case. On the other hand, if an alleged case of state responsibility for genocide would hinge primarily on the role of a head of state, a finding that intent of that person could not be proven would not be irrelevant for a subsequent determination on the intent of the state of which the head of state is the personification. It may not be obvious that if no individual intent is found, the state is still assumed to have had the intention to commit genocide and can be confronted with drastic measures that seek objectives comparable to those of individual responsibility, would it have been determined, would have served. Individual fault thus may transgress into the domain of state responsibility. 90 The reasons underlying the traditional resistance against giving fault a place in the law on state responsibility are indeed qualified in case of concurrent responsibility. The normal international law of state responsibility is not concerned with individual fault, which is left to national law. In contrast, the law of individual responsibility attributes fault directly to the individual as a matter of international law. Also, the argument that state fault cannot be relevant because individuals cannot be isolated within a state 91 loses much of its force. The transparency of the state may allow for imputation of the intent to the state. 92 Another barrier to considering fault in the determination or implementation of state responsibility was that the nature of international legal procedures for interstate adjudication would not be adequate for determining individual guilt. 93 For interstate procedures that still may be true. But in a case when individual guilt would be determined in a separate procedure for individual responsibility, the availability of such a procedure would take away the objection against considering individual guilt in an interstate procedure.
The relevance of fault for the principles on state responsibility is not confined to aggravated responsibility. Individual fault may influence form and amount of remedies, for instance, in the determination amount of compensation and in particular the forms of satisfaction. 94 That influence may well manifest itself in the normal reparatory functions of state responsibility (see Section III.A). The influence can be expected to become stronger and more visible, however, in case of aggravated responsibility.
C. Defences
In principle, the defences for individual responsibility and state responsibility are different. Most defences for individual responsibility are not recognised in the same form in the law of state responsibility. For instance, if the author of an act acted because of a mistake of law or fact 95 that may constitute a defence against individual responsibility, but if damage nonetheless occurred, the injured state will be entitled to reparation. Also in case of a defence of superior orders 96 or a mental disease, 97 the fault that is necessary for the assignment of individual responsibility may fall away, but (objective) state responsibility may still be possible.
One defence which to a certain extent applies to both individual and state responsibility is the principle that a person cannot be held responsible for an act that was committed to save his or her life. If this defence is found applicable, the act will lead neither to state responsibility 98 nor to individual responsibility. 99 The link between the provisions is particularly close, as also the principle of state responsibility, at least as formulated by the ILC, is expressly focused on the act of an individual. It is the distress of the individual author of the act, not of an abstract state, that constitutes the defence.
Otherwise the defences for the law of individual responsibility generally are wider. This may be justified because individual responsibility concerns criminal responsibility. However, that justification looses some if its force when state responsibility assumes the form of aggravated responsibility. This is particularly visible for the defence of duress. Under the ICC Statute, duress
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can be invoked as defence against allegations of international crimes. 100 In contrast, Article 26 of the ILC Articles provides that the otherwise applicable defences do not preclude 'the wrongfulness of any act of a State which is not in conformity with an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law'. The defences under the law of individual responsibility thus would appear to be wider than under the law of state responsibility. While this may be perfectly proper if we understand responsibility in its normal reparatory function, it is less obvious in the case of serious breaches that may at the same time make the author of the act more visible and may seek trigger more serious consequences.
It may be added that if the acts which will result in aggravated responsibility are indeed systematic and widespread, the problem identified here is of a theoretical nature. It is unlikely that their systematic nature can be explained by duress. But the terms and conditions for aggravated responsibility are by no means settled. In a further development of the law, the relationship between individual defences and those of the state may require further attention.
D. Remedies
The remedies for state responsibility and for individual responsibility are different. The former leads to reparation, the latter to punishment of individuals. This difference is directly related to the invisibility of the individual (and his or her fault) in the law of state responsibility. In cases of partial transparency, that distinction loses some of its ground. Punishment of individuals can then be part of the remedy for state responsibility.
The obligation of states to punish individuals is primarily a matter for primary rules. Most of the acts which entail individual responsibility imply for the state the obligation to prosecute. This is the case for obligations in relation to torture, 101 war crimes, 102 and genocide. 103 When individual conduct (which may lead to individual responsibility) is attributed to the state, this will result in the (continued) duty of performance of the obligation to prosecute individual perpetrators. 104 This is not primarily a matter of remedies, but rather of the primary norms. Incorporating obligations to punish individuals who violate fundamental norms of law appears to be the prime way in which individual responsibility can be integrated in the law of state responsibility.
The obligation to punish responsible individuals also can be construed as a form of reparation due by the state to which the act can be attributed. Article 45(2)(d) of the 1996 ILC draft Articles 105 provided that the injured state is entitled to satisfaction that may consist in cases where the internationally wrongful act arose from the serious misconduct of officials or from criminal conduct of officials or private parties, disciplinary action against, or punishment of, those responsible. 106 The ILC did not appear to have considered in this context acts which were criminalised by international law and which would result in individual responsibility. Also the few cases that have arisen in state practice, such as the Aerial Incident case 107 and the Rainbow Warrior case, did not involve acts which entailed individual culpability under international law. 108 This also is true for the practice of human rights courts. 109 However, punishment as form of satisfaction would appear to apply a fortiori to acts that can be attributed to individuals. 110 An obligation to punish individuals as part of the remedy (or continued duty of performance) can be ordered by a court specifically charged with determining and implementing state responsibility, depending of course upon the powers of the court in question. 111 A synergy between individual and state responsibility may then occur, as the implementation of an obligation to punish is at the same time a remedy against both the state and the individual.
This form of reparation falls within the normal scheme of reparation as that which exists for ordinary wrongful acts and, also when primary rules are silent, there is not necessarily a need to move to a new and special regime for aggravated responsibility. Nonetheless, the fact that the individual can be held separately responsible may well be relevant for the implementation of this remedy. It can be recalled that, traditionally, orders to prosecute individuals as a form of satisfaction have been considered as undue interference in the internal affairs of states. 112 When the individuals whose acts caused the responsibility of the state are no longer 'hidden', but themselves subject of international responsibility, courts that are asked to determine consequences of state responsibility may be less cautious in granting remedies aimed at particular individuals.
Punishment of individuals also can be ordered by a court or tribunal charged with determining individual responsibility. A judgment against an individual perpetrator can be considered as a (partial) remedy against the state. Dupuy notes that 'the promoters of the various international criminal courts undoubtedly intended, by punishing individuals, also to punish the actions of the State to which the acts may be attributed'. 113 Although it is not likely that these courts would construe their role in this manner, it is possible to conceive of the criminal and the interstate courts as cooperating in the joint implementation of international responsibility. 111 As to the ICJ, it would appear to be within its powers to order in appropriate cases prosecution of individual authors of acts or, alternatively, cooperation with international criminal tribunals. Cf. the Iranian Hostages case: ICJ Reports (1980), 1. See Gray, loc cit, 59-68. In the second order in the Application of the Genocide Convention case, ICJ Reports (1993) 348, para 56, the Court noted the decision to establish to ICTY to prosecute individuals, but did not draw direct conclusions from it; see also Rosenne, 'War Crimes and State Responsibility', loc cit, 100. Also the Inter-American Court on Human Rights has assumed the power to order punishment. The European Court on Human Rights on the other hand has not interpreted its own competence as extending to orders for prosecution or punishment. See Harris, O'Boyle, Warbrick, op cit, 684. 112 Yb ILC (1993) Vol. II (Part Two), 76-81. In the commentary to the draft Articles, it was noted that this provision 'covered a domestic concern regarding disciplinary action against officials which should not be covered in the draft articles', see A/CN.4/504, 120, para 72. 113 Dupuy, loc cit, 1091. Also Triffterer, loc cit, 346 (noting that since the crimes within the jurisdiction of the ad hoc tribunals are 'typically committed at least partly by persons who act as government representations on behalf of the state or with the silent toleration or even active support of the state' and that a judgment of individual criminal responsibility in many cases 'implies an obiter dictum' about the engagement of the state itself in these crimes).
VI. CONCLUSION
In respect to a limited number of breaches of international law, the international community may proceed along two paths-the path of individual responsibility and the path of state responsibility. It may be possible to speak of a law of international responsibility, of which the law of individual responsibility and the law of state responsibility are component parts and which in particular cases are interrelated.
Perhaps the focus of lawyers has recently been too fixed on the former. The law on state responsibility has an important role to play: either as a reparatory counterpart or to address the systemic causes of individual criminality. While the recognised law on state responsibility properly deals with the reparatory counterpart, it is underdeveloped with respect to the aggravated responsibility that characterises cases of concurrent responsibility. This is in part a matter for primary rules, which can acknowledge the interplay, for instance in the sphere of fault or the obligation to prosecute. It also is a matter for secondary rules, in particular for the principles governing attribution, defences, and remedies.
The influence of individualisation of responsibility on state responsibility can in part manifest itself within the principles for ordinary state responsibility, for instance in the form of prosecution of individuals as a remedy (though its implementation may well be influenced by parallel individual responsibility). In part it will manifest itself in aggravated responsibility. In particular in the latter case, problems of attribution, defences, and remedies may need further thought and development.
The ILC Articles do not deal with these aspects in an exhaustive manner. The finalisation of the Articles, developed over a period of several decades, coincided with the period in which individualisation of international responsibility, and thereby concurrence, emerged. In a different context, Shabtai Rosenne said that the 1996 version of the draft Articles of the ILC on state responsibility are 'inadequate, if not substantially flawed' and 'do not take sufficient account of the consequences of the breakdown of the traditional State system of the nineteenth century, nor of its replacement by a new system which is slowly taking place before our very eyes'. 114 In large part this remains true of the 2001 Articles. The ILC did envisage development of the law, but confined that to the consequences of aggravated responsibility. It needs further thought as to whether that will be sufficient or whether matters of attribution and defences may also need development.
The ILC Articles do not preclude interactions between the law of individual responsibility and the law of state responsibility (to which it should be added that many of the practical manifestations of the interactions concern matters of evidence and presumptions in interstate proceedings-issues not covered at all by the Articles). However, they also do not provide them with much guidance. Now that the ICC is starting its work, developing the law on aggravated forms of responsibility -which inevitably will touch on the problems of concurrent forms of state responsibility -should be a key area for the development of international law.
